SPA STARTER KIT

Essential products to treat your spa
Essential products to treat your spa

- **Spa Chlorinating Granules** - Sanitizer for sparkling and crystal clear water. 1 lb.
- **Protect Plus** - Prevent and eliminate scale and stain build-up that can cause cloudy water on your spa surfaces. 1 pt.
- **pH Up** - Raises pH of spa water. 1 lb.
- **Calcium Hardness Increaser** - Increases water hardness to minimize corrosion. 1 gal.
- **pH/Alkalinity Down** - Decreases pH and alkalinity of spa water. 1 lb.
- **Alkalinity Up** - Raises alkalinity of spa water. 1 lb.
- **Spa Defoamer** - Quickly reduce and prevent foam in spas. 8 oz.
- **Spa Shock Oxidizer** - Oxidize with non-chlorine shock to clear water from contaminants and odor. 8 oz.
- **Natural Spa Water Clarifier** - Helps clear cloudy water by bonding small particles together so they can be removed more effectively by your filter. 1 pt.
- **Spa All Purpose Cleaner** - Keeps the interior and exterior surfaces on your spa and accessories clean from stains and mineral deposits. 1 pt.
- **Spa Care How To Guide**
- **10 Test Strips**
This box contains the following EPA-registered product.

**JACUZZI® SPA CHLORINATING GRANULES**

Sanitizer for sparkling and crystal clear water

**ACTIVE INGREDIENT:**
Sodium Dichloro-s-Triazinethione

Hydrated .................................................. 99%

OTHER INGREDIENTS: ........................................ 1%

TOTAL .................................................... 100%

Available Chlorine ......................... 55.9%

**KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN**

**DANGER**

**FIRST AID**

**IF IN EYES:** Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes. Remove contact lenses, if present, after the first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing eye. Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.

**IF INHALED:** Move person to fresh air. If person is not breathing, call 911 or an ambulance, then give artificial respiration, preferably by mouth-to-mouth, if possible. Call a poison control center or doctor for further treatment advice.

**IF ON SKIN OR CLOTHING:** Take off contaminated clothing. Rinse skin immediately with plenty of water for 15-20 minutes. Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.

**IF SWALLOWED:** Call a poison control center or doctor immediately for treatment advice. Have person sip a glass of water if able to swallow. Do not induce vomiting unless told to do so by the poison control center or doctor. Do not give anything by mouth to an unconscious person.

Have the product container or label with you when calling a poison control center, doctor or when going for treatment.

**YOU MAY ALSO CONTACT 1-800-420-9236**

**FOR EMERGENCY MEDICAL TREATMENT INFORMATION.**

**NOTE TO PHYSICIAN:**
Probable mucosal damage may contraindicate the use of gastric lavage.

**WARRANTY**
Seller warrants that this product conforms to the chemical description and is reasonably fit for the purposes stated on the label when used in accordance with label instructions under normal conditions of use. But to the extent consistent with applicable law, neither this warranty nor any other warranty of MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, expressed or implied, extends to the use of this product contrary to label instructions, or under abnormal conditions, or under conditions not reasonably foreseeable to Seller, and Buyer assumes the risk of any such use.

**PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS**

**HAZARDS TO HUMANS AND DOMESTIC ANIMALS**

**DANGER:**
CORROSIVE. CAUSES IRREVERSIBLE EYE DAMAGE. MAY BE FATAL IF INHALED. HARMFUL IF SWALLOWED OR ABSORBED THROUGH SKIN.

Do not get in eyes, on skin or on clothing. Do not breathe dust, vapor or spray mist. Wear protective eye wear (goggles, face shield, or safety glasses). Wash thoroughly with soap and water after handling and before eating, drinking, chewing gum, using tobacco or using the toilet. Remove and wash contaminated clothing before reuse.

**ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS:** This product is toxic to fish and aquatic organisms.

**PHYSICAL OR CHEMICAL HAZARDS**
STRONG OXIDIZING AGENT: Use only clean dry utensils. Mix only into water.

Contamination with moisture, dirt, organic matter or other chemicals (including other pool chemicals) or any other foreign matter may start a chemical reaction with generation of heat, liberation of hazardous gases and possible generation of fire and explosion. Avoid any contact with flaming or burning material such as a lighted cigarette. Do not use this product in any chlorinating device which has been used with any inorganic or unstabilized chlorinating compounds (e.g., calcium hypochlorite).

Such use may cause fire or explosion.

**DIRECTIONS FOR USE**
It is a violation of Federal Law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling. Read entire label and use strictly in accordance with precautionary statements and directions.

**FOR SPA AND HOT TUB DISINFECTANT:** When used as directed, this product is effective as a spa and hot tub water disinfecting agent. Ensure all spa and hot tub equipment is working properly. Backwash/clean the filter system following manufacturer's directions. Adjust pH to between 7.2-7.6. When using other products as outlined in the directions for this product, always follow directions on those products.

**MAINTENANCE DOSES:** With pump on, add ½ teaspoon of this product per 100 gallons of water (or 5 teaspoons per 1,000 gallons) as an initial treatment. Repeat at 15 to 20 minute intervals until a residual of 3.5-3 ppm of available chlorine is established as determined by test kit. A test kit must be used regularly to determine the frequency of additional doses of this product needed to maintain the chlorine residual of 3-5 ppm.

**SUPERCHLORINATION:** Use 1 teaspoon of this product per 100 gallons of water (or ½ cup per 1,000 gallons). Superchlorination may be needed on a nightly basis in a heavily used spa or as infrequently as once a week in a moderately used spa.

**REENTRY:** Reentry into treated spas and hot tubs is prohibited above levels of 3 ppm of chlorine due to risk of bodily harm.

**STORAGE AND DISPOSAL**
Do not contaminate water, food or feed by storage and disposal.

**PESTICIDE STORAGE:** Store in a dry, cool and well-ventilated area. Avoid moisture getting into container. Keep off wet floors. In case of spillage, wash with large amounts of water. After each use, keep container tightly closed. Oxidizing material. Keep away from flames, sparks and all sources of heat. Avoid contact with organic material.

**CONTAINER HANDLING:** Nonrefillable container. Do not reuse or refill this container. Rinse empty container thoroughly with water to dissolve all material prior to disposal. Offer for recycling, if available.

Manufactured for:
Jacuzzi Hot Tubs
14525 Monte Vista Avenue
Chino, CA 91710
909-548-7732

EPA Reg. No. 69470-20.7951
EPA Est. No. 46043-FL-1

Not Contents: 1 lb.